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Thank you for purchasing this Ameri-Towne building kit!
We are proud to present this high quality product manufactured in the U.S.A.
This product is made of high-impact polystyrene and will not warp or discolor.
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A LITTLE BACKGROUND...
In the “40s and ‘50s, the backbone of America was the small to medium sized factory churning
out all kinds of products. Factories on sidings give your layout reasons for freight trains, and tell
the story of how railroads worked with industry to ship raw materials to, and finished products
from the factory to the far reaches of the country.
This craftsman series kit requires a little kit bashing to complete. The finished product is a nice
12” x 18” factory with a 6” x 6” stepped in side wall area at one back corner for a truck dock.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

(READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE DOING ANY ASSEMBLY)

MATERIALS INCLUDED:
2 # 42 Fronts				
5 # 41 Side Walls
4 # 40 Rear Walls			
5 # 33 Roofs
2 Packages of Roof Vents		
1 Water Tower (including base, body, roof)
1 Front Steps				
5 Docks
2 Small Steps				
3 Large Steps
10 Clear Acetate Sheets for the windows

SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL PLASTIC SHAPES NEEDED:
Evergreen Plastics or Equivalent:
1 # 159 .060 x .250 styrene strip
1 # 294 1/8” angle
1 # 296 3/16” angle
1 # 297 1/4” angle
1 # 2060 V Groove .060 spacing x .020 thick

TOOLS & MATERIALS NEEDED:
Xacto #1 knife with # 17 flat chisel blades and standard #11 blades
Xacto #2 knife with #18 flat chisel blade and standard #24 blades
Xacto miter box and razor saw
Modeler’s file (single-cut smooth)
# 320 Wet-Or-Dry Sandpaper sheets
Solvent Cement such as Plastruct Plastic Weld (orange label), Testors Liquid Cement or equivalent.
Goo glue OR CA glue, gap filler type
Assortment of Jeweler’s files
Assortment of small flat and pointed paint brushes
Brush cleaner
Testor’s # 1260 Aerosol Spray Dull Cote

SUGGESTED PAINTS:

Thanks to our friends at Model Railroad Hobbyist magazine and author Joe Fugate, you
can download his Guide to Acrylic Painting in a Post-Floquil World. Go to www.
ogaugerr.com/windows to download this paint guide.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All brick mortar: Reefer White (for darker mortar joints, use Concrete)
Freight doors and trim over front windows and doors: Pullman Green
Front windows and Doors: Pacemaker Red
Freight dock: UP Dark Grey base coat with Concrete lightly on top
Small window frame and sills: Reefer White darkened with Dark Grey
Water tower and Roll-up door: ATSF Silver
Water tower base and roof: Grimy Black
Steps: Concrete
Roof cap tiles: Pacemaker Red darkened with Roof Brown

1. MAKING SIDE WALL ASSEMBLIES

This package contains factory sides, backs, fronts, and various detail parts. The following procedure is for combining wall parts at the edges to make long walls. Use a
full sheet of #320 wet-or-dry sandpaper on a perfectly flat
surface such as a Formica counter top. Soak the entire
sheet of sandpaper in water and lay it back first flat on the
surface. Using your hands, work as much water out from
under the sheet as possible, and add more water to the
sanding side. You will find that the sandpaper will adhere
to the flat surface enough to drag the vertical edges of the
plastic walls across it without dislodging it from the surPhoto 1
face.
Holding the wall sections vertically on edge, drag them
across the sandpaper to remove all burrs or mold deformations to ensure that the edges are perfectly straight
and smooth as shown in photo 1. These edges will soon
be glued together edge to edge to make a perfect wall of
bricks and windows as shown in photos 2 and 3. Make one
wall two full sections wide, and another three full sections
wide.
To strengthen these joints, add a piece of styrene strip plastic to the backs of the edges as shown in photo 3. You will
note that there is a short strip of .060 x .250 styrene mounted horizontally near the top of these wall sections as shown
in photo 2. Cement this short strip on to one wall section
first. Make the top edge of this strip line up exactly with the
locator ridge for the roof piece as shown in photo 2.
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Apply some cement to the underside of the remaining
strip of plastic hanging over the edge. Slide the second wall section right up under
the plastic strip keeping the two wall sections lightly pressed together at the edges.
When the cement has set on the short plastic strip at the top of the two wall pieces,

cut another strip of styrene to fill in along the wall joint from the bottom of the wall to
the plastic strip at the top of the wall joint as shown in photo 2. Apply styrene cement
to the back surfaces of both wall sections, and cement the added strip of styrene
completely over the joint. Add some additional styrene cement along the edges of the
styrene strip to make sure that it achieves a permanent total bond on the backs of the
two wall sections. When this has cured (about fifteen minutes) you will have a super
strong joint making up your wall. Repeat this process as often as necessary to make
a two-panel wall and a three-panel wall.
“Making the mortar” in the bricks can be done after each
individual wall is complete or after all the walls are fully
assembled to make up the finished building shell. I like to
do mine after each individual wall is completed, while they
can still be laid flat on the work surface.
The process I use is really easier than it sounds. Begin
by painting the bricks on the entire wall with white water
based paint as shown in photo 4. When the surface is dry,
scrape the paint off with a large Xacto knife and a chisel
point blade. What happens is the paint on the tops of all
the bricks is scraped off revealing the natural color of the
plastic (brick red). The paint in all the tiny recesses between the bricks remains in place since the scrape of the
flat blade doesn’t reach down in the recesses. The result
of the scraping process is shown in photo 5.
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2. MAKING THE FRONT WALL ASSEMBLY

Looking at the backside of any of the factory walls
you will notice that there are two creases in the plastic going horizontally along the wall section; one near
the middle and the other near the bottom of the wall
sections. These creases are engineered into the mold
to allow you to snap the wall apart at these points, to
either separate the floors of the factory or the stone
base from the bottom of the factory. For this project,
you will use both of the front wall sections and one
side wall section to make the double width front wall
of the finished factory. To do this, you need to modify
one of the two fronts to make it look completely different from the other one.
Begin by cutting the crease on the back of one of the
fronts a little deeper to make it easier and cleaner to
snap apart. In addition, do the same with a side wall
section as shown in photo 6. Snap the upper floor off
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of one of the two front walls and discard the lower
floor. Repeat this process with the side wall section
as shown in photo 7, but discard the upper floor. The
remaining first floor of the side wall will soon join up
with the second floor of the front wall you saved from
the building front as shown in photo 8. But before we
do that, we need to modify the first floor section to
make a freight door opening big enough to fit a K-Line
Plymouth engine through.
Using an #2 Xacto knife with a #24 blade, carefully cut
out the freight door and the window and sills to the
left of the freight door. Also, cut out the remaining
brick wall area between the window and freight door
so that you finish with one large opening. Additionally,
cut this opening even wider by removing about another 3/16” from both sides to make the finished opening
about 3-1/2” wide. Also, cut out the top of the opening
to allow for the height of the engine and the track it
will sit on.
Hold a straight edge on the front surface of the wall
and scribe the plastic of the wall section. That will
provide a “break” line. Once the line is about half way
through the plastic, you can easily break the plastic off
with a pair of pliers. Don’t worry if you don’t do a perfect job on the edges. Just cut them as good as you
can. You will finish by adding trim angles to the edges
to make it look like a professionally trimmed opening in
the wall.
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Once the first floor has been modified, combine the second floor to the first floor using the same method you used on the sides. Flat sand the horizontal edges of the
two floors until they mate perfectly together. Join them by cementing the edges of
the two pieces from the back. Keep pressure on the two pieces to prevent the liquid
cement from gushing through the joint. Strengthen the joint by adding a styrene strip
across the two sections flat on the back of the wall, just like you did on the vertical
edges of the side wall sections. Be sure that this piece of strip styrene is shorter than
the width of the wall. You will need to leave about ¼” of each end of the wall free of
any additional plastic.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
FINISHED SIDEWALL AND FRONT WALL GEOMETRY
Before joining the two sections making up the front wall together we need to consider a little geometry of these kit pieces. All roof sections are precisely 5-3/8” wide
by 5-3/4” deep. The depth measurement of the roof is what goes up against the side
walls. Putting side walls together edge to edge is no trick, since they are also exactly
5-3/4 long. That means that any number of side walls joined together will always line
up with the same number of roof pieces.
But when you combine two fronts together edge to edge, the resulting wall will be
too wide. Material needs to be removed from the inner edges of both walls (the
edges that will eventually be glued together). The finished front wall needs to be
wide enough to overlap the sides just enough that two roof pieces will fit comfortably
between the side walls. After much trial and error, I found that the final width of each
front wall must be 5-1/2” from the joint line to the outer edge. Therefore the finished
front wall must be 11” wide from the outer edge to the other outer edge once it is assembled.
Sand the inner edges of both front wall pieces, and cement them together following
the same procedure as you did for the side wall pieces. The final assembly is shown
in photos 9 and 10.

3. MAKING THE INNER CORNER OF THE BACK WALL
The inside corner at the back end of the building is a little trickier than the fronts.
The dimension of the back wall piece that attaches to the two-panel side wall must
end up being only 5-1/4”. The right end of the back wall needs to be trimmed off
to match this dimension. Careful examination of the back wall shows that there are
upper window sills made of exposed brick at the top of the windows on the first and
second floors. If you make a cut on the right side of the back wall from top to bottom right up against the ends of the bricks making up these window sills, the finished
width of the wall comes out just right.
The remaining part of this inner corner is a final back wall that needs to be shortened
from 5-3/4” to 5-5/8”. Cut this 1/8” off at left side of this side wall.
When the two back wall pieces that make up this inner corner are cut and sanded to
the proper width, the wall section which will join up to the two-section side wall needs
to butt up to the outer face at the left end of the short side wall. That point will be
the inner corner of these outside walls. A few trial fits will show you that you need to
do a little filing to fit the cornice ends at the top of the wall sections together.

Sand the mating end of the back wall section which will
butt up against the outer face of the side wall. “Tack”
these two wall sections together at the top and the bottom with a brush of liquid cement on the backside. Use
only enough to hold them together temporarily. Also
check the inside of the back wall to see that the width
of a sample roof piece matches up perfectly with the
back wall and the joint in the wall plus just enough for
that wall to overlap the two-panel side wall. If you have
cut the back wall and the side wall to the dimensions
above, and if you have glued the inside corner together
with the edge of the back wall up against the outer
bricks of the side wall, there should be no problem.
Once you are sure that this inside corner is square and
will hold together, strengthen this inside corner by adding a ¼” wide strip of plastic. Apply it right over the
top of the joint line of the two walls on the inside of the
building where it won’t be seen as shown in photo 11.
For added strength, sometime later you can cement
a ¼” angle over the top of this joint so that the angle
wraps around over the strip you just cemented and the
backside of the opposite wall as shown in photo 12.
Once this cemented reinforcement cures, you will have
a very strong inside corner for the back of your factory.

4. MAKING THE ROOF ASSEMBLY
Look closely at the underside of your 5 roof pieces. You
will note that each piece has a ridge on all four sides of
the underside. In order to cement up all five of these
pieces into an assembly, some of these pieces will need
to have this ridge filed smooth to the underside of the
roof piece as shown in photo 13. The reason for this is
that you will be adding strips of flat styrene cemented
flat to the underside of the roof pieces to make up each
joint. The 5 roof pieces need to be cemented together
in the pattern shown in photo 14. Photo 15 shows how
the completed roof should look.
Photo 14 shows the 5 roof pieces cemented together.
Please note that none of the styrene strips should extend all the way to the outside edge of the finished roof.
This is done so that the finished roof will rest flat at all
the wall locator ridges on the side and end walls, as
shown in Photo 15.
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5.FINAL ASSEMBLY OF THE FACTORY WALLS

Begin your final assembly of the building walls by cementing the two-panel wide side wall to the inside corner
piece you finished above. Remember that the back wall
overlaps the side wall. Photo 16 shows a corner being
cemented together. You might want to use your finished
roof flat on the table as a pattern to make sure that the
inner corners of these sub assemblies end up square.
Apply a couple of full brushes of liquid cement to the
inside of these inner corners and let it cure for a few
minutes. If you do use your roof as a template, be careful not to accidentally glue your roof to the bottom of the
inner corner!
The next sub assembly joins the finished front wall to
the end of the three-panel side wall. Remember that
the front wall overlaps the end of the side wall. Cement
them together the same way you did the previous assembly.
Attach the final back wall to the back end of the inside
corner assembly. Follow the same procedure as the
previous two assemblies. Remember that the left end of
the back wall overlaps the side wall of the inside corner
assembly. When all the cemented joints of these assemblies have cured, cement the remaining two corners
of these assemblies together to complete the outside
perimeter of your factory. Photos 17 and 18 show the
finished wall assembly.
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6. ADDING THE ROOF

When the finished walls have cured, check the fit of the
roof assembly into the walls. Don’t feel bad if there
might be misfits at certain locations. If the roof assembly is too big at some spots, file or cut away the edges
until it fits – even if it fits slightly loosely. If the roof assembly is too narrow in some spots, that too will soon be
cured. In any case, the roof shouldn’t end up more than
1/8” narrower at any side or end. Carefully glue the roof
to all the support ridges on the inside of the walls. Don’t
worry about the unsightly gaps. Here’s how to eliminate
them. Finish trim the roof in place by adding 1/8” or
3/16” plastic angle to the inside edges of the roof and the
walls as shown in photo 19. Finish trim the angle pieces
to the inside corners of the roof and walls.
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7. FINISHING THE TRIM AND DETAIL PIECES
The front wall with the new wider freight door opening needs to be trimmed out with
some plastic angle. Cut a piece of 1/8” angle and fit it over the tops of the bricks
making up the sill over the door. Fill in any gaps with scrap plastic. Fit another piece
of 1/8” angle on the inside of the opening as well. Cut two additional pieces of angle
for the vertical edges of the door opening and cement them in place as well. Now
your new door opening is properly framed out.
Cut a piece of material from the V Groove .060 x .020 stock to fit behind the opening
of the door frame. This will simulate a metal roll-up door. Complete the simulation
by adding a piece of 1/8” plastic angle to the bottom of the door. Glue this in place
behind the door frame pieces you just added. Set your door at any appropriate height
to allow a little Plymouth engine to go in to and out of the factory.
The dock was done by combining full dock parts and
trimming off parts of other dock pieces to make one
complete dock all the way down the short side, around
the corner, and finishing up across the side wall in the
back. Two full docks were used across the two-panel
side wall, and one full dock along the back side wall.
Additional length on the dock was made by sawing off
parts of the remaining two docks, sanding the mating
ends, and cementing them together as shown in photos 20, 21, 22, and 23. Strength is added to the dock
assembly by turning it over and adding strip styrene as
shown in photo 24. The two narrow step pieces from
the building kits were added to each end of the dock
as shown in the same photos. Careful fitting and sanding can give you a dock that custom fits the side and
back walls. One of the wide steps from the kits was
cemented into the slot in the very rear of the building
as shown in photo 25.
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The water tower and base as well as the four roof vents
are added randomly to the roof. There is no correct
place to add these trim pieces with the exception of the
water tower. They were almost always added into a corner of the roof to take advantage of the two outer loadbearing walls as shown in photo 26. In this and all cases
when cementing styrene pieces together, any paint must
be scraped off where mating parts are joined. The cement just won’t work if you don’t.

Photo 26

Cement the metal vents to the roof with some other cement than plastic cement. Plastic
cement only works when both pieces being put together are made out of plastic. With
metal parts, I apply them to the plastic roof with a glue called “Goo”, or with gap filling
CA type glue. Neither of these two glues will attack the plastic like plastic cement does.
Finish detail painting the windows, doors, dock and
any other trim on the building. Refer to photos If you
like the colors of this one, follow the guide of colors at
the beginning of the article. At this point, the model
factory is complete. But have you ever noticed how a
plastic model looks like, well, a plastic model? Here is
the magic solution to that problem. After the model
Photo 27
has had a day to thoroughly dry and all the cement has
cured completely take it outside and spray paint the
entire finished model with Testor’s Dull Cote spray sealer.
At first, the model will glisten with a shiny surface. But once it has a chance to dry, this
lacquer-based sealer dulls the finish to one overall level of flat smoothness. That is the
missing ingredient that changes your plastic model into the realistic finished factory look.
Complete your building by installing the window material and any other lighting or interior treatment you desire.

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU’RE DONE!
BARRETTSBURG TOOL & DIE IS OPEN FOR BUSINESS!

FINAL NOTES ABOUT WORKING WITH STYRENE
Always, ALWAYS remove any paint by scraping it off when cementing plastic pieces
together. One of the good qualities of water based paints is that it is very easy to
scrape off of plastic. Styrene cement will NOT work if you don’t. Don’t worry about
the ugly result. When the cement if cured, you can always go back and touch up the
damaged areas with paint to cover where you scraped it off. That is very easy to do
with water based paints
Be sure that the surfaces you paint are very clean before applying the paint. During
the manufacturing process with plastic molded parts, the machines can leave a lubricant called mold release agent on the surface of the plastic making smooth painting
impossible.
Styrene heats up easily when sanding. Always use water on the wet-or-dry type sandpaper to keep the plastic cool. This will result in a smooth flat sanded edge.

Additional Kit Bashing Parts
#36 Stone Wall (5 Pieces) $4.95

#39 Steps & Handrail $7.95

#38 Loading Dock $3.95
#32 Set of
5 Cornices
$7.95

#34 Sidewalks (2 Pieces) $4.95

Don’t forget to log onto the O Gauge Railroading On-Line Forum at ogrforum.ogaugerr.com and
discuss your building kit projects with others from around the world. The O Gauge Railroading
On-Line Forum is a wonderful source of ideas and friendships in the O gauge hobby.
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